
Integrate with your industry partners.
With competing IT priorities and limited resources, carriers and MGAs need a better way 
to connect with their distribution partners. But building an integration platform is both 
time-intensive and costly, leaving your agents waiting for the service they expect.

Transit Server is an integration platform that gives 
you a secure, direct connection to your independent 
insurance agents. It acts as a translator, ensuring 
that both systems can communicate and exchange 
data, providing seamless integration with your 
partners across the insurance distribution channel. 

Industry-wide Access
Transit Server is distribution channel-neutral,  
giving you access to over 80 percent of all retail 
agency desktops. Whether you’re integrating with 
management systems, comparative raters, or other 
third-party products, you can communicate with 
your distribution partners in more timely and 
uniform manner. 

Built on ACORD Standards
Transit Server seamlessly integrates with your 
existing security infrastructure, and transforms 
information into standardized ACORD AL3 or XML 
formats, routing incoming messages to the right 
internal processing systems. It also automatically 
tracks and logs activities for reporting purposes. 

Safe, Reliable, and Secure
With ever increasing scrutiny on security, Transit 
Server provides a single, secure and manageable 
endpoint for your connectivity. The Transit Server 
security system can perform one-way authorization 
or mutual authorization, providing an added level  
of security. 
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Transit Server can enable all inbound and 
outbound industry transactions including:

• Policy, billing, claims and loss run inquiries

• Endorsements

• Payment bridge

• Quote bridge/portal

• Document submission

• Book roll processing

• Rating 

• Gapping / Mapping

• Business rules coding

• Process integration
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